In this paper, we present a sequential framework using facial motion information as a subsidiary to improve face recognition performance. As is generally known, reasonable static face recognition has been achieved based on subspace reduction techniques. In order to further improve performance, some extra cues, such as temporal variation, are investigated by building dynamic models. We propose a permuted similarity motion feature and integrate it into a sequential recognition system. This system can select the best candidate from the Rank-N candidates picked up in the recognition step based on static appearance parameters by using motion information. The recognition rate of the motion similarity is compared with the motion feature obtained from auto-regressive models to prove its efficiency. In addition, the sequential system achieves better performance when the motion information is integrated with the static appearance information in a flexible manner.
Introduction
Automatic face recognition systems have been investigated for many years because they have the potential to play important roles for the security of private information, access to computers, mobile phones, or to some confidential location. In recent years, researchers have explored more advanced methods to make these systems faster and more robust, so being suitable for real world applications.
A wide range of face recognition techniques, such as Principle Component Analysis [23] , Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [4] , Elastic Bunch Graphic Matching (EBGM) [24] , Active Appearance Models (AAM) [9] , Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [3] and kernel-based techniques [20] , have achieved reasonable results and each technique has its own advantages for identity decisions. Eigenfaces form the simplest algorithm to implement and a large number of techniques have been developed based on it; LDA proposes a linear projection with the maximum discriminant power; EBGM uses a collection of local features determine identity; AAM allowed combined shape and texture variation to be measured; ICA uses higher moments of data to find features which are independent with each other; kernelbased methods assume the projection space is nonlinear and design kernels to further project the data into a higher dimensioned linear space. Often these techniques can be combined to produce more complex solutions. In order to further improve the recognition performance, some extra forms of information, such as depth or temporal cues, have been investigated by building 3D models or dynamic models. Building a 3D model [6, 21] is highly dependent on the 3D acquisition equipment, while the hardware for this kind of machine limits the application of the model because the capture of the depth information is sensitive to external environmental conditions. In contrast, temporal information is much easier to obtain in that video cameras have become ubiquitous. Also, psychologists have proved that plastically deforming moving faces are significantly easier to recognize by humans than comparable static images; importantly, this is not simply an effect of additional samples [18, 22] .
Video based dynamic analysis is expected to contribute to form a counterpart of the psychological results. Several frameworks have been designed to use this kind of motion information [1, 19, 26] . In this paper, we propose a sequential scheme to exploit facial motion to improve the recognition rate in a relatively large-gallery situation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review several techniques to explore motion features. Section 3 introduces our framework and explains the proposed algorithm in detail. Experimental setup and results are shown in section 4. The conclusions are drawn in the last section.
Relevant Work
In recent years, dynamic information has been intensively investigated in order to predict human behaviors or improve face recognition systems [1, 5, 7, 12, 19] . A number of studies assume that the facial moving patterns of individuals are predictive [5, 7] so that regression based models can be built to capture the motion pattern. Conversely, others assume that the motion is un-predictive even though some familiar behavioral patterns can be learned to represent the variations an individual makes. Our proposed algorithm is based on the second assumption that the distinctive types of motion of the individuals are assumed to make contributions to identity.
A number of studies explore the use of predictive systems such as Auto-Regressive (ARM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The auto-regressive model [7, 11, 12 ] is a typical dynamic system for learning the moving patterns of individuals. The state vectors α t in the current frame can be approximated using a linear combination of several previous steps,
where w represents the mean, A i denote the transition matrices and n is zero-mean Gaussian noise. A least squares method can be used to estimate all the parameters to represent the behaviours. Alternatively, Liu and Chen [19] proposed training a set of HMMs, one per person, to describe dynamic facial information. The likelihood score of the sequence given each HMM is compared to allow recognition of the subject. Although the transitions between these states represent the motion patterns of the subjects to some extent, it was quite difficult to define the discrete states and quantize the parameters of the images.
Other studies have taken a non-generative approach. Edwards et al. [13] proposed an online framework to learn a linear relationship between the static facial appearance and motion information and so adjust the central appearance based on this relationship. This process improved recognition performance compared with simply taking the sequence-mean. The length of the moving sequence is an important factor when learning a robust relationship between the movement and appearance. It addition, the system does not actually model the facial behaviour; discrimination is soley based on the adjusted static appearance. Arandjelović and Cipolla [1] report a system similar to that proposed here, although using an eigenface encoding. Relatively long sequences, where the predominate form of variation involves facial orientation, are encoded and their distributions are compared with regard to both their mean and variation. Notably high recognition performance was observed, but this depended upon the use of a kernel PCA to effectively encode the faces and also a procedure which compensates for different proportions of facial orientations in the sequences by physical modeling these changes. It is unlikely that this latter approach could be applied to sequences where the major variation is plastic facial changes (typically expressive or speech deformations).
In this paper, we propose a distribution based motion feature and integrate it into a sequential framework to identification. Based on the experimental results, we show that the non-rigid distinctive motion of individuals is useful for improving face recognition and the distribution based motion feature is more suitable than the predictive model based feature. 
Proposed framework
Common face recognition systems have a standard procedure to identify the subjects. When the face instance is located from an image, it is aligned with the faces in the gallery by using a rigid or non-rigid transformation. After re-sampling from the correspondent positions, the instance is projected into a subspace to find the nearest neighbor comparing with all the faces in the gallery.
A sequential framework is proposed to integrate the motion information into the recognition system. This structure is more suitable than a parallel structure because of the characteristics of the motion features. Although psychologists have proven that identification based on pure facial motion is possible, this is not strong enough to find the true subject correctly from a large number of distracters [16] . However, preliminary experimentation has shown that the motion features are quite useful for distinguishing subjects from a small number of candidates or for use in a verification framework [14] . Thus the subject can be recognized from small group of candidates when the system is confused if only the static identity features are used.
Salient points location and encoding model
The first and the most important step of encoding and analyzing facial movement is to solve the correspondence problem between the frames of a video sequence, and also across sequences. In this work, a registration framework is used to find the salient correspondences. AAM is a popular algorithm to locate the facial feature points, but the motion investigated here involves subtle non-rigid deformations which are hard to synthesize using a linear combination of a limited number of basis functions, as in the AAM. A number of algorithms use optical flow techniques to search for correspondences [8, 15] . However, ill-posed assumptions make it hard to track faces which suffer from the problems of occlusion and drift. The registration framework used here is more robust and accurate at locating the salient points than such other techniques.
The General Group-wise Registration (GGR) algorithm, extended from [10] , is applied in this paper. This is a iterative estimation method to update the statistical model representing the image set and register all the images according the new estimated model. Thus this method breaks the chicken-and-egg problem that the majority of modeling and localization algorithms. The model used here is a simple mean shape and texture built by warping all the faces to the mean shape using a triangular Delauney mesh. Figure 1 shows how the registration improves and the model represents the face structure more accurately as different subjects are progressively aligned together. The matching step deforms each image by minimizing a cost function. A coarse-to-fine scheme is applied to increase the number of control points and optimize their position. In the final iterations, the points are moved individually to minimize the cost. The cost function includes both shape and texture parts,
where r is the residue between the model and the current image after deformation, σ r and σ s are the standard deviations of the residue and shape, c is a constant, d i is the position of the i th control point, d neig is the average position of the neighborhood around point i and ∆d i represents the offset of the point from the average mean shape. Examples of the registration results are shown in Figure 2 . When the facial feature points are located, a combined shape and texture model [9] is used to encode and represent the facial instances in the video sequences. It is assumed that rigid facial movements contain relatively little distinctive information; as a result, it can be compensated for by a similarity transformation. The model then allows accurate coding and recognition of examples. With the piece-wise warping procedure to an average shape, it ensures that the image-wise and face-wise coordinates of images are equivalent. Redundancies are removed by performing separate PCAs upon the shape and grey-level samples q s and q t , providing shape and texture parameters. These are combined to form a single vector for each image on which second PCA is performed. This gives a single feature vector x to represent each face instance. Thus,
where Φ s denotes the eigenvectors on shape, Φ t denotes the eigenvectors on texture, Φ c denotes the eigenvectors on the combined features and W s is a weight applied to the shape parameters to correct for differential variance on the two modalities.
Algorithm Details

Average feature based recognition
When a number of faces in the sequence are encoded on the manifold, the nearest neighbours are selected based on similarity measured by calculating the normalized correlation between the mean parameters of the probe sequence and the corresponding parameters of the gallery sequences,
wherex i represents the average parameters of the probe andx j represents the average parameters of one gallery sequence. The rank-n recognition rate based on these static average facial features extracted moving sequences and also that obtained from randomly selected individual frames is shown in Figure 3 . This shows recognition for a total of 182 probes in a 66-member gallery. As suggested elsewhere [17] , average parameters can achieve better results than a face vector derived from a single frame. Therefore, the average parameters are used to calculate the static similarity.
As expected, the cumulative match rate shown in Figure 3 increases markedly when several neighbours are included as being correct. If the motion information is also distinctive and stable across individuals, it may contribute to recognizing the correct target when the identity feature alone cannot correctly discriminate between individuals.
Motion feature based recognition
The motion analyzed here is subtle non-rigid distinctive facial motion. It is assumed that this kind of motion is a decisive cue for human identity. In order to ensure that the motion distribution as approximately Gaussian, the combined shape and texture appearance model is used to handle the non-linearity problem mentioned elsewhere [7] . This subspace can capture the data variation as a unimodal distribution shown in Figure 4 (this shows the encodings on the three highest-variance eigenvectors for two sequences of a single individual). Although subtle dynamic motion is a relatively weaker cue than the static facial features, it is important to confirm the identity if the facial appearance feature is similar for two different subjects.
When the moving images in one sequence are projected into the combined shape and texture subspace, the variation of these encoded representations reveals the movement of the face; given the psychology it should be possible to perform recognition on this variation. The characteristic motion patterns are captured by using PCA performed upon all of the encodings x of a single sequence to yield a single set of eigenvectors Φ. Although there is no direct relationship between the motion patterns (a series of eigenvectors) and the specific behaviors of faces, some of the more important of variations actually represent some meaningful changes.
The similarity of pairs of spaces can be compared as
where it should be noted that the ordering of the components extracted by the PCA will be determined by their associated eigenvalues and so the value of S m is liable to be reduced by variation in the magnitude of different behavioral tendencies in different sequences of the same individual. This can be overcome by permuting the columns of the matrix describing the relationship between any two sequences before taking the trace so as to maximize S m . It should be noted that this will involve calculating different permutations for a single probe sequence when comparing it with multiple gallery members. In addition, Φ i and Φ j may be (identically) truncated to remove noisy, low-variance eigenvectors. In Figure 7 , the recognition rates of the proposed motion feature are shown based on pair of candidates, in each case there are the true target and the next most similar face, determined using S a . As the variance in the appearance model increases, the distribution based motion more robustly identifies the subjects from a few candidates. As shown in Figure 8 , the recognition rate drops when more candidates are involved in the candidates list would be expected.
Flexible candidate selection
Although promising performance can be achieved by a sequential framework when several candidates are selected based on S a , it is important to decide how many candidates should be selected to achieve the best result.
Because S a is more important for human recognition than S m , it is plausible to decide the number of candidates for motion analysis based upon it. One possible method is to consider the distribution of similarity measures as a function of the rank-position of the true target. As shown in Figure 5 , the similarity of the probe and gallery (expressed as a ratio with the rank-1 gallery sequence similarity) declines rapidly and stabilizes after the true target is reached. Similarly, the true target and the distracters above it in the ranking have relatively constant similarity levels. These are the sequences which should be investigated as possible matches. It is possible to use the ratio of similarity between the rank-1 and rank-n targets to select a reduced gallery, as is shown in Figure 6 . This records the distribution of ratios for the true targets and for the next nearest sequence, and, once converted to an ROC curve, suggests a criterion ratio of approximately 1.1. However, this is not necessarily appropriate, as the consequences of a false accept and false reject are not equal. A false reject (when the criterion is higher than the ratio for the target) ensures an incorrect overall match, while a false accept (where the criterion is lower than at least one distracter which is ranked after the target) only increases the size of the S m gallery. As can be seen from Figure 8 , S m -only recognition declines as extra gallery members are added, reaching a final figure, with all faces included, of 87.36%. The criterion is thus decreased by 10%, increasing the number of targets included in the reduced gallery. 
Experiments
The proposed framework is evaluated based on two moving face databases, BANCA database [2] and Manchester University (MU) database. Both of these include frontal face sequences with slight rigid head motion. The BANCA database includes two groups, g1 and g2, each of which has 26 subjects. In addition, there are another 10 subjects who are only used for the ensemble. For each subject, 8 sequences, one for the gallery and 7 probe sequences, were collected. Each such sequence has approximately 500 frames. Because of the limited number of subject, extra data from the MU database were added, which includes 40 subjects, 4 sequences for each. The group g1 and an extra 10 BANCA subjects are used as an ensemble to build the appearance model and for calibration, with 5000 grey-level samples per face and 68 feature points. The subjects from the other group, g2, and the MU database, giving of total of 66 individuals, are used to form the gallery and probes for the identification experiments. The individual eigenmodels which provide the motion-pattern parameters are each derived from approximately 500 observations, each of which has 41 dimensions (98% of the variance was encoded by the general appearance model).
Feature Comparison
Feature comparison with ARM
In Figure 7 , the performance of S m is compared with an auto-regressive model feature when two candidates, one of which is the true identity and the other the next nearest neighbour based on S a , are involved in the selection process. The auto-regressive model provides an error based feature. The behavior of a specific individual is captured using a two-step ARM [7] . When the two candidates are selected using S a , the encoding parameters of the probe sequence are fitted in the two specific models and the sum of the absolute difference is used to decide which model is better at predicting the probe sequence. It can be seen that the ARM feature is an efficient method of recognizing the face from two candidates. However, the recognition rate fluctuates around 85%, significantly beneath that of S m . It appears that the individual facial behavior is only partially predictive; this may reflect the relative consistency of vocal behaviour in the sequences.
Although the individual facial behavior is not fully predictive, some distinctive patterns still exist to distinguish the faces. If the motion of the face can be described based on the eigen decomposition method, the relationship between the correlated motion patterns is expected to be high while that between uncorrelated motion patterns can be treated as random noise. Therefore, the feature should become more robust when more dimensions are used, which allows more correlations between motion patterns. As a result, it can be seen that the S m recognition rate reaches 96.7 % with two candidates. Notes that the results are based on the calibration set, which has 26 subjects, 7 sequences for each. 
Feature comparison with MSM
Another popular method of comparing pairs of distributions is the mutual subspace method (MSM) [25] . The first three principal patterns between the two PCA subspaces are compared to find the pairing which is most highly correlated. This method is extended based on the combined shape and texture model. A comparison of the proposed algorithm and this method is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the permuted correlation yeilds a notably higher discrimination with the subtly varying sequences of the type used here.
Comparison with the ideal case
In Figure 8 it is assumed that the true identity is always included in the candidate list. As the number of candidates increases, it can be seen that the recognition rate drops.
However, the stage using S a cannot guarantee that the true client is always included in the candidate list. Therefore, the recognition also relies on S a even though S m achieves high recognition rates when selecting from a relatively small number of candidates. In Figure 8 , the ideal recognition rate (calculated as the product of discrimination by S a and S m ) on different number of candidates is shown by the red dotted line when S a is selecting a variable number of candidates. The actual recognition rates based on successive selection by S a and S m (shown by the green line), and also given in Table 1 , are in close accordance with the ideal results.
Candidate selection scheme
To balance ensuring that the true identity is present in the candidates list with avoiding unnecessary candidates, the candidate selection scheme introduced in previous section is used. If the recognition based on S a is strong enough to determine the true client, it is unnecessary to pass several candidates to S m . Conversely, more candidates should be selected and discriminated by S m . As shown in Table 1 , the flexible candidate selection can achieve 90.11 % accuracy which is higher than using any fixed number of candidates. 
Summary and discussion
Motion features are important cues to help people or computers on face recognition. We have designed a framework simulating phenomena concerning how humans recognize the face based on motion information. Because of the relatively weak nature of the motion cures, it is not possible to use them with large galleries. The proposed motion feature also has been proven to be efficient as a subsidiary in the sequential framework.
Furthermore, this framework can be easily extended to other subspace algorithms. Due to the small number of the subjects in most video based face databases, most more advanced subspace algorithms, such as an LDA space or SVM-type discrimination planes, suffer from ceiling effects. In another words, it is hard to prove the efficiency of motion feature because the correlation between the identity features has achieved a nearly perfect score. If a larger database can be generated, this framework would be tested based on those advanced techniques.
Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we proposed a sequential framework to integrate the motion feature in order to improve the facial recognition from the video sequences. Although the non-rigid facial motion is not fully predictable, it is still an important cue to help identification. With the help of permutated eigen-motion similarity as a subsidiary, the recognition rate is significantly improved based on a combined shape and texture appearance model.
In future work we will explore fast feature finding and tracking techniques to speed up the process of modeling the face sequences. Further, we will test the system on a larger database and use advanced models to prove its efficiency.
